The Discoveries And Opinions Of Galileo
1610 Letter To The Grand Duchess Christina
If you ally craving such a referred The Discoveries And Opinions Of Galileo 1610 Letter To The
Grand Duchess Christina ebook that will present you worth, get the definitely best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale,
jokes, and more fictions collections are also launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections The Discoveries And Opinions Of Galileo
1610 Letter To The Grand Duchess Christina that we will agreed offer. It is not just about the costs.
Its nearly what you craving currently. This The Discoveries And Opinions Of Galileo 1610 Letter To
The Grand Duchess Christina , as one of the most functional sellers here will totally be in the course
of the best options to review.

Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World
Systems - Galileo 2001-10-02
Galileo’s Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief
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World Systems, published in Florence in 1632,
was the most proximate cause of his being
brought to trial before the Inquisition. Using the
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dialogue form, a genre common in classical
philosophical works, Galileo masterfully
demonstrates the truth of the Copernican system
over the Ptolemaic one, proving, for the first
time, that the earth revolves around the sun. Its
influence is incalculable. The Dialogue is not
only one of the most important scientific
treatises ever written, but a work of supreme
clarity and accessibility, remaining as readable
now as when it was first published. This edition
uses the definitive text established by the
University of California Press, in Stillman
Drake’s translation, and includes a Foreword by
Albert Einstein and a new Introduction by J. L.
Heilbron.
Toward a History of Game Theory - E. Roy
Weintraub 1992
During the 1940s "game theory" emerged from
the fields of mathematics and economics to
provide a revolutionary new method of analysis.
Today game theory provides a language for
discussing conflict and cooperation not only for
the-discoveries-and-opinions-of-galileo-1610-letter-to-the-grand-duchess-christina

economists, but also for business analysts,
sociologists, war planners, international
relations theorists, and evolutionary biologists.
Toward a History of Game Theory offers the first
history of the development, reception, and
dissemination of this crucial theory. Drawing on
interviews with original members of the game
theory community and on the Morgenstern
diaries, the first section of the book examines
early work in game theory. It focuses on the
groundbreaking role of the von NeumannMorgenstern collaborative work, The Theory of
Games and Economic Behavior (1944). The
second section recounts the reception of this
new theory, revealing just how game theory
made its way into the literatures of the time and
thus became known among relevant
communities of scholars. The contributors
explore how game theory became a wedge in
opening up the social sciences to mathematical
tools and use the personal recollections of
scholars who taught at Michigan and Princeton
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in the late 1940s to show why the theory
captivated those practitioners now considered to
be "giants" in the field. The final section traces
the flow of the ideas of game theory into political
science, operations research, and experimental
economics. Contributors. Mary Ann Dimand,
Robert W. Dimand, Robert J. Leonard, Philip
Mirowski, Angela M. O'Rand, Howard Raiffa, Urs
Rellstab, Robin E. Rider, William H. Riker,
Andrew Schotter, Martin Shubik, Vernon L.
Smith
Galileo's Journal - Jeanne K Pettenati 2006-07-01
This fictional journal is from the year in which
Galileo constructed his own telescope and began
to record his astronomical discoveries. Includes
additional nonfiction biographical information.
Nature, Experiment, and the Sciences - Trevor
H. Levere 2012-12-06
This collection of essays is a tribute to Stillman
Drake by some of his friends and colleagues, and
by others on whom his work has had a formative
influence. It is difficult to know him without
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succumbing to his combination of discipline and
enthusiasm, even in fields remote from
Renaissance physics and natural philosophy; and
so he should not be surprised in this volume to
see emphases and methods congenial to him,
even on topics as remote as Darwin or the
chemical revolution. Therein lies whatever unity
the discerning reader may find in this book,
beyond the natural focus and coherence of the
largest section, on Galileo, and the final section
on Drake's collection of books, a major and now
accessible resource for research in the field that
he has made his own. We have chosen, as the
occasion for presenting the volume to Stillman
Drake, Galileo's birthday; Galileo has had more
than one birthday party in Toronto since Drake
came to the University of Toronto. As for the
title, it reflects a shared conviction that
experiment is the key to science; it is what
scientists do. Drake has already asserted that
emphasis in the title of his magisterial Galileo at
Work, and we echo it here. Those who have had
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the privilege and pleasure of working and
arguing with Stillman over the years know his
tenacity, penetration, and vigour. They also
know his generosity and humility. We owe him
much.
Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo - Galilei
Galileo 1957
The History of the Discovery of the Solar
Spots - Walter M. Mitchell 1916
Sidereus Nuncius, or The Sidereal
Messenger - Galileo Galilei 2016-01-19
Galileo Galilei’s Sidereus Nuncius is arguably
the most dramatic scientific book ever
published. It announced new and unexpected
phenomena in the heavens, “unheard of through
the ages,” revealed by a mysterious new
instrument. Galileo had ingeniously improved
the rudimentary “spyglasses” that appeared in
Europe in 1608, and in the autumn of 1609 he
pointed his new instrument at the sky, revealing
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astonishing sights: mountains on the moon, fixed
stars invisible to the naked eye, individual stars
in the Milky Way, and four moons around the
planet Jupiter. These discoveries changed the
terms of the debate between geocentric and
heliocentric cosmology and helped ensure the
eventual acceptance of the Copernican planetary
system. Albert Van Helden’s beautifully
rendered and eminently readable translation is
based on the Venice 1610 edition’s original Latin
text. An introduction, conclusion, and copious
notes place the book in its historical and
intellectual context, and a new preface, written
by Van Helden, highlights recent discoveries in
the field, including the detection of a forged
copy of Sidereus Nuncius, and new
understandings about the political complexities
of Galileo’s work.
Life Of Galileo - Bertolt Brecht 2015-02-13
This Student Edition of Brecht's classic
dramatisation of the conflict between free
enquiry and official ideology features an
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extensive introduction and commentary that
includes a plot summary, discussion of the
context, themes, characters, style and language
as well as questions for further study and notes
on words and phrases in the text. It is the
perfect edition for students of theatre and
literature Along with Mother Courage, the
character of Galileo is one of Brecht's greatest
creations, immensely live, human and complex.
Unable to resist his appetite for scientific
investigation, Galileo's heretical discoveries
about the solar system bring him to the attention
of the Inquisition. He is scared into publicly
abjuring his theories but, despite his selfcontempt, goes on working in private, eventually
helping to smuggle his writings out of the
country. As an examination of the problems that
face not only the scientist but also the whole
spirit of free inquiry when brought into conflict
with the requirements of government or official
ideology, Life of Galileo has few equals. Written
in exile in 1937-9 and first performed in Zurich
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in 1943, Galileo was first staged in English in
1947 by Joseph Losey in a version jointly
prepared by Brecht and Charles Laughton, who
played the title role. Printed here is the complete
translation by John Willett.
Why the Humanities Matter Today - Lee
Trepanier 2017-03-08
Why the Humanities Matter Today explains the
importance of philosophy, foreign language,
literature, history, political theory, and liberal
education in American higher education. The
contributors in this book provide new arguments
about why their disciplines matter and what
value they bring to students, the university, and
the public./span
Philosophy and Geometry - L. Magnani
2001-11-30
Philosophers have studied geometry since
ancient times. Geometrical knowledge has often
played the role of a laboratory for the
philosopher's conceptual experiments dedicated
to the ideation of powerful theories of
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knowledge. Lorenzo Magnani's new book
Philosophy and Geometry illustrates the rich
intrigue of this fascinating story of human
knowledge, providing a new analysis of the ideas
of many scholars (including Plato, Proclus, Kant,
and Poincaré), and discussing conventionalist
and neopositivist perspectives and the problem
of the origins of geometry. The book also ties
together the concerns of philosophers of science
and cognitive scientists, showing, for example,
the connections between geometrical reasoning
and cognition as well as the results of recent
logical and computational models of geometrical
reasoning. All the topics are dealt with using a
novel combination of both historical and
contemporary perspectives. Philosophy and
Geometry is a valuable contribution to the
renaissance of research in the field.
The Essential Galileo - Galileo Galilei
2008-09-15
Finocchiaro's new and revised translations have
done what the Inquisition could not: they have
the-discoveries-and-opinions-of-galileo-1610-letter-to-the-grand-duchess-christina

captured an exceptional range of Galileo's
career while also letting him speak--in clear
English. No other volume offers more convenient
or more reliable access to Galileo's own words,
whether on the telescope, the Dialogue, the trial,
or the mature theory of motion. --Michael H.
Shank, Professor of the History of Science,
University of Wisconsin–Madison
Galileo's Daughter - Dava Sobel 2009-05-26
Inspired by a long fascination with Galileo, and
by the remarkable surviving letters of Galileo's
daughter, a cloistered nun, Dava Sobel has
written a biography unlike any other of the man
Albert Einstein called "the father of modern
physics- indeed of modern science altogether."
Galileo's Daughter also presents a stunning
portrait of a person hitherto lost to history,
described by her father as "a woman of exquisite
mind, singular goodness, and most tenderly
attached to me." Galileo's Daughter dramatically
recolors the personality and accomplishment of
a mythic figure whose seventeenth-century clash
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with Catholic doctrine continues to define the
schism between science and religion. Moving
between Galileo's grand public life and Maria
Celeste's sequestered world, Sobel illuminates
the Florence of the Medicis and the papal court
in Rome during the pivotal era when humanity's
perception of its place in the cosmos was about
to be overturned. In that same time, while the
bubonic plague wreaked its terrible devastation
and the Thirty Years' War tipped fortunes across
Europe, one man sought to reconcile the Heaven
he revered as a good Catholic with the heavens
he revealed through his telescope. With all the
human drama and scientific adventure that
distinguished Dava Sobel's previous book
Longitude, Galileo's Daughter is an
unforgettable story
Galileo’s Telescope - Massimo Bucciantini 2015
Between 1608 and 1610 the canopy of the night
sky was ripped open by an object created almost
by accident: a cylinder with lenses at both ends.
Galileo’s Telescope tells how this ingenious
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device evolved into a precision instrument that
would transcend the limits of human vision and
transform humanity’s view of its place in the
cosmos.
Kepler's Dream - John Lear 1965
Galileo's Journal, 1609-1610 - Jeanne Pettenati
2006
This fictional journal is from the year in which
Galileo constructed his own telescope and began
to record his astronomical discoveries. Includes
additional nonfiction biographical information.
Archaeoastronomy - Giulio Magli 2020-09-28
This is a second edition of a textbook that
provides the first comprehensive, easy-to-read,
and up-to-date account of the fascinating
discipline of archaeoastronomy, in which the
relationship between ancient constructions and
the sky is studied in order to gain a better
understanding of the ideas of the architects of
the past and of their religious and symbolic
worlds. The book is divided into three sections,
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the first of which explores the past relations
between astronomy and people, power, the
afterworld, architecture, and landscape. The
second part then discusses in detail the
fundamentals of archaeoastronomy, including
the celestial coordinates; the apparent motion of
the sun, moon, stars, and planets; observation of
celestial bodies at the horizon; the use of
astronomical software in archaeoastronomy; and
current methods for making and analyzing
measurements. The final section reviews what
archaeoastronomy can now tell us about the
nature and purpose of such sites and structures
as Stonehenge, the Pyramids of Giza, Chichen
Itza, the Angkor Temples, the Campus Martius,
and the Valley of the Temples of Agrigento. In
addition, it provides a set of exercises that can
be performed using non-commercial free
software, e.g., Google Earth and Stellarium, and
that will equip readers to conduct their own
research. This new edition features a completely
new chapter on archaeoastronomy in Asia and
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an “augmented reality” framework, which on the
one hand enhances the didactic value of the
book using direct links to the relevant sections
of the author’s MOOC (online) lessons and, on
the other, allows readers to directly experience –
albeit virtually –many of the spectacular
archaeological sites described in the book. This
is an ideal introduction to what has become a
wide-ranging multidisciplinary science.
Galileo - J. L. Heilbron 2012-07-26
Heilbron takes in the landscape of culture,
learning, religion, science, theology, and politics
of late Renaissance Italy to produce a richer and
more rounded view of Galileo, his scientific
thinking, and the company he kept.
Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo - Galileo
1957-04-01
Directing his polemics against the pedantry of
his time, Galileo, as his own popularizer,
addressed his writings to contemporary laymen.
His support of Copernican cosmology, against
the Church's strong opposition, his development
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of a telescope, and his unorthodox opinions as a
philosopher of science were the central concerns
of his career and the subjects of four of his most
important writings. Drake's introductory essay
place them in their biographical and historical
context.
On Sunspots - Galileo Galilei 2010-10-30
Galileo’s telescopic discoveries, and especially
his observation of sunspots, caused great debate
in an age when the heavens were thought to be
perfect and unchanging. Christoph Scheiner, a
Jesuit mathematician, argued that sunspots were
planets or moons crossing in front of the Sun.
Galileo, on the other hand, countered that the
spots were on or near the surface of the Sun
itself, and he supported his position with a series
of meticulous observations and mathematical
demonstrations that eventually convinced even
his rival. On Sunspots collects the
correspondence that constituted the public
debate, including the first English translation of
Scheiner’s two tracts as well as Galileo’s three
the-discoveries-and-opinions-of-galileo-1610-letter-to-the-grand-duchess-christina

letters, which have previously appeared only in
abridged form. In addition, Albert Van Helden
and Eileen Reeves have supplemented the
correspondence with lengthy introductions,
extensive notes, and a bibliography. The result
will become the standard work on the subject,
essential for students and historians of
astronomy, the telescope, and early modern
Catholicism.
Galileo Galilei - Wolfgang W. Osterhage
2018-06-06
This new scientific biography explores the
influences on, and of, Galileo’s exceptional work,
thereby revealing novel connections with the
worldviews of his age and beyond. Galileo
Galilei's contribution to science is
unquestionable. And his conflict with the church
establishment of his time is no less famous. In
this book, authored by a physicist and history
scholar, Galileo's life and work are described
against a backdrop of the prior scientific state of
the art in his various fields of achievement.
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Particular emphasis is placed on Galileo's vision
of the world in relation to historic and also
future cosmological models. The impact of his
discoveries and theories for the later
development of physics and astronomy is a
further focus of the narrative.
Galileo - David Wootton 2010-10-26
“Demonstrates an awesome command of the vast
Galileo literature . . . [Wootton] excels in boldly
speculating about Galileo’s motives” (The New
York Times Book Review). Tackling Galileo as
astronomer, engineer, and author, David
Wootton places him at the center of Renaissance
culture. He traces Galileo through his early
rebellious years; the beginnings of his scientific
career constructing a “new physics”; his move to
Florence seeking money, status, and greater
freedom to attack intellectual orthodoxies; his
trial for heresy and narrow escape from torture;
and his house arrest and physical (though not
intellectual) decline. Wootton also reveals much
that is new—from Galileo’s premature
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Copernicanism to a previously unrecognized
illegitimate daughter—and, controversially,
rejects the long-established belief that Galileo
was a good Catholic. Absolutely central to
Galileo’s significance—and to science more
broadly—is the telescope, the potential of which
Galileo was the first to grasp. Wootton makes
clear that it totally revolutionized and galvanized
scientific endeavor to discover new and
previously unimagined facts. Drawing
extensively on Galileo’s voluminous letters, many
of which were self-censored and sly, this is an
original, arresting, and highly readable
biography of a difficult, remarkable Renaissance
genius. Selected as a Choice Outstanding
Academic Title in the Astronautics and
Astronomy Category “Fascinating reading . . .
With this highly adventurous portrayal of
Galileo’s inner world, Wootton assures himself a
high rank among the most radical recent Galileo
interpreters . . . Undoubtedly Wootton makes an
important contribution to Galileo scholarship.”
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—America magazine “Wootton’s biography . . . is
engagingly written and offers fresh insights into
Galileo’s intellectual development.” —Standpoint
magazine
Encyclopedia of the Solar System - Lucy-Ann
McFadden 2006-12-18
Long before Galileo published his discoveries
about Jupiter, lunar craters, and the Milky Way
in the Starry Messenger in 1610, people were
fascinated with the planets and stars around
them. That interest continues today, and
scientists are making new discoveries at an
astounding rate. Ancient lake beds on Mars,
robotic spacecraft missions, and new definitions
of planets now dominate the news. How can you
take it all in? Start with the new Encyclopedia of
the Solar System, Second Edition. This selfcontained reference follows the trail blazed by
the bestselling first edition. It provides a
framework for understanding the origin and
evolution of the solar system, historical
discoveries, and details about planetary bodies
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and how they interact—and has jumped light
years ahead in terms of new information and
visual impact. Offering more than 50% new
material, the Encyclopedia includes the latest
explorations and observations, hundreds of new
color digital images and illustrations, and more
than 1,000 pages. It stands alone as the
definitive work in this field, and will serve as a
modern messenger of scientific discovery and
provide a look into the future of our solar
system. · Forty-seven chapters from 75+
eminent authors review fundamental topics as
well as new models, theories, and discussions ·
Each entry is detailed and scientifically rigorous,
yet accessible to undergraduate students and
amateur astronomers · More than 700 full-color
digital images and diagrams from current space
missions and observatories amplify the chapters
· Thematic chapters provide up-to-date coverage,
including a discussion on the new International
Astronomical Union (IAU) vote on the definition
of a planet · Information is easily accessible with
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numerous cross-references and a full glossary
and index
Cause, Experiment, and Science - Stillman
Drake 1981
Uses a dialog between three friends to discuss
Galileo's theories of buoyancy and the methods
he used to reach those conclusions
Galileo - Paul Hightower 2008-07-01
"A biography of seventeenth-century Italian
astronomer and physicist Galileo and includes
related activities for readers"--Provided by
publisher.
Science in the Age of Baroque - Ofer Gal
2012-11-28
This volume examines the New Science of the
17th century in the context of Baroque culture,
analysing its emergence as an integral part of
the high culture of the period. The collected
essays explore themes common to the new
practices of knowledge production and the
rapidly changing culture surrounding them, as
well as the obsessions, anxieties and aspirations
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they share, such as the foundations of order, the
power and peril of mediation and the conflation
of the natural and the artificial. The essays also
take on the historiographical issues involved: the
characterization of culture in general and
culture of knowledge in particular; the use of
generalizations like ‘Baroque’ and the status of
such categories; and the role of these in
untangling the historical complexities of the
tumultuous 17th century. The canonical
protagonists of the ‘Scientific Revolution’ are
considered, and so are some obscure and
suppressed figures: Galileo side by side with
Scheiner;Torricelli together with Kircher;
Newton as well as Scilla. The coupling of
Baroque and Science defies both the stilltriumphalist historiographies of the Scientific
Revolution and the slight embarrassment that
the Baroque represents for most culturalnational histories of Western Europe. It signals a
methodological interest in tensions and
dilemmas rather than self-affirming narratives of
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success and failure, and provides an opportunity
for reflective critique of our historical categories
which is valuable in its own right. 
Story-Lives of Great Musicians - Francis
Jameson Rowbotham 2022-09-04
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special
edition of "Story-Lives of Great Musicians" by
Francis Jameson Rowbotham. DigiCat Publishing
considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind. Every DigiCat book has been
carefully reproduced for republishing in a new
modern format. The books are available in print,
as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat
this work with the acknowledgment and passion
it deserves as a classic of world literature.
From X-rays to Quarks - Emilio Segrè
2012-05-03
A Nobel Laureate offers impressions of the
development of modern physics, emphasizing
complex but less familiar personalities. Offers
fascinating scientific background and compelling
treatments of topics of current interest. 1980
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edition.
Galileo, Courtier - Mario Biagioli 2018-12-01
Informed by currents in sociology, cultural
anthropology, and literary theory, Galileo,
Courtier is neither a biography nor a
conventional history of science. In the court of
the Medicis and the Vatican, Galileo fashioned
both his career and his science to the demands
of patronage and its complex systems of wealth,
power, and prestige. Biagioli argues that
Galileo's courtly role was integral to his
science—the questions he chose to examine, his
methods, even his conclusions. Galileo, Courtier
is a fascinating cultural and social history of
science highlighting the workings of power,
patronage, and credibility in the development of
science.
The Science of Shakespeare - Dan Falk
2014-04-22
William Shakespeare lived at a remarkable
time—a period we now recognize as the first
phase of the Scientific Revolution. New ideas
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were transforming Western thought, the
medieval was giving way to the modern, and the
work of a few key figures hinted at the brave
new world to come: the methodical and rational
Galileo, the skeptical Montaigne, and—as Falk
convincingly argues—Shakespeare, who
observed human nature just as intently as the
astronomers who studied the night sky. In The
Science of Shakespeare, we meet a colorful cast
of Renaissance thinkers, including Thomas
Digges, who published the first English account
of the "new astronomy" and lived in the same
neighborhood as Shakespeare; Thomas
Harriot—"England's Galileo"—who aimed a
telescope at the night sky months ahead of his
Italian counterpart; and Danish astronomer
Tycho Brahe, whose observatory-castle stood
within sight of Elsinore, chosen by Shakespeare
as the setting for Hamlet—and whose family
crest happened to include the names
"Rosencrans" and "Guildensteren." And then
there's Galileo himself: As Falk shows, his
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telescopic observations may have influenced one
of Shakespeare's final works. Dan Falk's The
Science of Shakespeare explores the
connections between the famous playwright and
the beginnings of the Scientific Revolution—and
how, together, they changed the world forever.
Selected Writings - Galileo 2012-02-09
'Philosophy is written in this great book which is
continually open before our eyes - I mean the
universe...' Galileo's astronomical discoveries
changed the way we look at the world, and our
place in the universe. Threatened by the
Inquisition for daring to contradict the literal
truth of the Bible, Galileo ignited a scientific
revolution when he asserted that the Earth
moves. This generous selection from his writings
contains all the essential texts for a reader to
appreciate his lasting significance. Mark Davie's
new translation renders Galileo's vigorous
Italian prose into clear modern English, while
William R. Shea's version of the Latin Sidereal
Message makes accessible the book that created
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a sensation in 1610 with its account of Galileo's
observations using the newly invented telescope.
All Galileo's contributions to the debate on
science and religion are included, as well as key
documents from his trial before the Inquisition
in 1633. A lively introduction and clear notes
give an overview of Galileo's career and explain
the scientific and philosophical background to
the texts. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made
available the widest range of literature from
around the globe. Each affordable volume
reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship,
providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of
other valuable features, including expert
introductions by leading authorities, helpful
notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
Scientific Discovery, Logic, and Rationality Thomas Nickles 2012-12-06
It is fast becoming a cliche that scientific
discovery is being rediscovered. For two
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philosophical generations (that of the Founders
and that of the Followers of the logical positivist
and logical empiricist movements), discovery
had been consigned to the domain of the
intractable, the ineffable, the inscrutable. The
philosophy of science was focused on the socalled context of justification as its proper
domain. More recently, as the exclusivity of the
logical reconstruc tion program in philosophy of
science came under question, and as the critique
of justification developed within the framework
of logical and epistemological analysis, the old
question of scientific discovery, which had been
put on the back burner, began to emerge once
again. Emphasis on the relation of the history of
science to the philosophy of science, and
attention to the question of theory change and
theory replacement, also served to legitimate a
new concern with the origins of scientific change
to be found within discovery and invention. How
welcome then to see what a wide range of issues
and what a broad representation of philosophers
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and historians of science have been brought
together in the present two volumes of the
Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science! For
what these volumes achieve, in effect, is the
continuation of a tradition which had once been
strong in the philosophy of science - namely, that
tradition which addressed the question of
scientific discovery as a central question in the
understanding of science.
Galileo - Mario Livio 2020-05-05
An “intriguing and accessible” (Publishers
Weekly) interpretation of the life of Galileo
Galilei, one of history’s greatest and most
fascinating scientists, that sheds new light on his
discoveries and how he was challenged by
science deniers. “We really need this story now,
because we’re living through the next chapter of
science denial” (Bill McKibben). Galileo’s story
may be more relevant today than ever before. At
present, we face enormous crises—such as
minimizing the dangers of climate
change—because the science behind these
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threats is erroneously questioned or ignored.
Galileo encountered this problem 400 years ago.
His discoveries, based on careful observations
and ingenious experiments, contradicted
conventional wisdom and the teachings of the
church at the time. Consequently, in a blatant
assault on freedom of thought, his books were
forbidden by church authorities. Astrophysicist
and bestselling author Mario Livio draws on his
own scientific expertise and uses his “gifts as a
great storyteller” (The Washington Post) to
provide a “refreshing perspective” (Booklist) into
how Galileo reached his bold new conclusions
about the cosmos and the laws of nature. A
freethinker who followed the evidence wherever
it led him, Galileo was one of the most
significant figures behind the scientific
revolution. He believed that every educated
person should know science as well as literature,
and insisted on reaching the widest audience
possible, publishing his books in Italian rather
than Latin. Galileo was put on trial with his life
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in the balance for refusing to renounce his
scientific convictions. He remains a hero and
inspiration to scientists and all of those who
respect science—which, as Livio reminds us in
this “admirably clear and concise” (The Times,
London) book, remains threatened everyday.
The Cambridge History of Philosophy of the
Scientific Revolution - David Marshall Miller
2021-12-31
The early modern era produced the Scientific
Revolution, which originated our present
understanding of the natural world.
Concurrently, philosophers established the
conceptual foundations of modernity. This rich
and comprehensive volume surveys and
illuminates the numerous and complicated
interconnections between philosophical and
scientific thought as both were radically
transformed from the late sixteenth to the mideighteenth century. The chapters explore
reciprocal influences between philosophy and
physics, astronomy, mathematics, medicine, and
the-discoveries-and-opinions-of-galileo-1610-letter-to-the-grand-duchess-christina

other disciplines, and show how thinkers
responded to an immense range of intellectual,
material, and institutional influences. The
volume offers a unique perspicuity, viewing the
entire landscape of early modern philosophy and
science, and also marks an epoch in
contemporary scholarship, surveying recent
contributions and suggesting future
investigations for the next generation of scholars
and students.
Galileo in Rome - William R. Shea 2004-10-21
Galileo's trial by the Inquisition is one of the
most dramatic incidents in the history of science
and religion. Today, we tend to see this event in
black and white--Galileo all white, the Church all
black. Galileo in Rome presents a much more
nuanced account of Galileo's relationship with
Rome. The book offers a fascinating account of
the six trips Galileo made to Rome, from his first
visit at age 23, as an unemployed
mathematician, to his final fateful journey to
face the Inquisition. The authors reveal why the
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theory that the Earth revolves around the Sun,
set forth in Galileo's Dialogue, stirred a hornet's
nest of theological issues, and they argue that,
despite these issues, the Church might have
accepted Copernicus if there had been solid
proof. More interesting, they show how Galileo
dug his own grave. To get the imprimatur, he
brought political pressure to bear on the Roman
Censor. He disobeyed a Church order not to
teach the heliocentric theory. And he had a
character named Simplicio (which in Italian
sounds like simpleton) raise the same objections
to heliocentrism that the Pope had raised with
Galileo. The authors show that throughout the
trial, until the final sentence and abjuration, the
Church treated Galileo with great deference,
and once he was declared guilty commuted his
sentence to house arrest. Here then is a unique
look at the life of Galileo as well as a strikingly
different view of an event that has come to
epitomize the Church's supposed antagonism
toward science.
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Galileo - Stillman Drake 1980
Advances the hypothesis that Galileo's trial and
condemnation by the Inquisition was caused not
by his defiance of the Church, but by the
hostility of contemporary philosophers. Galileo's
own beautifully lucid arguments are used to
show how his scientific method was utterly
divorced from the Aristotelian approach to
physics in that it was based on a search not for
causes but for laws. Galileo's method was of
overwhelming significance for the development
of modern physics, and led to a parting of the
ways between science and philosophy.
Hard-Science Linguistics - Victor Yngve
2006-09-01
The impossibility of testing the depth hypothesis
of 1960 of a connection between the
complexities of grammar and a limited human
temporary memory led to questioning the
ancient grammatical foundations of linguistics
and to developing standard hard-science
foundations. This volume is the first detailed
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report on how to reconstitute linguistics on the
new hard-science foundation laid by Victor H.
Yngve in 1996. Hard-science (human) linguistics
is the scientific study of how people
communicate. It studies people and also
communicative energy flow and other relevant
parts of the physical environment. It studies the
real world, not the world of language, and it
develops theories testable against real-world
evidence as is standard in the hard sciences.
Hard-science linguistics takes its rightful place
connecting the humanities and social sciences to
biology, chemistry and physics. Thus linguistics
becomes a natural science and contributes to the
unity of science. This unity is clearly evident in
the research reported here by these fifteen
pioneering authors from diverse areas as they
work to reconstitute linguistics as a true hard
science.
A Galileo Forgery - Horst Bredekamp
2014-07-28
Galileo’s O, Volume III, is perhaps without peer
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in the history of the book. In this work,
historians in various fields revise the results they
presented in the first two volumes, which
focused on the New York copy of Sidereus
Nuncius, written in 1610. The analysis of this
book was conceived as a uniquely
multidisciplinary and cooperative undertaking,
and many of its findings remain valid. Yet the
subject of analysis proved to be the work of an
international group of forgers. Volume III
describes the chronology and methods by which
the discovery of forgery was made – a veritable
watershed moment in the continuing struggle
between the ever-more refined methods of
forgers and new methods used to apprehend
them. Ultimately, the work also provides insight
into the psychology of specialists who “research
themselves” in order to prevent similar errors in
the future.
Galileo's Instruments of Credit - Mario Biagioli
2007-07-15
In six years, Galileo Galilei went from being a
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mathematics professor to a star in the court of
Florence to a target of the Inquisition. And
during that time, Galileo made a series of
astronomical discoveries that reshaped the ideas
of the physical nature of the heavens and
transformed him from a university
mathematician into a court philosopher. Galileo's
Instruments of Credit proposes radical new
interpretations of key episodes of Galileo's
career, including his telescopic discoveries of
1610, the dispute over sunspots, and the conflict
with the Holy Office over the relationship
between Copernicanism and Scripture. Galileo's
tactics shifted as rapidly as his circumstances,
argues Mario Biagioli, and these changes forced
him to respond swiftly to the opportunities and
risks posed by unforeseen inventions, other
discoveries, and his opponents. Focusing on the
aspects of Galileo's scientific life that extended
beyond court culture and patronage, Biagioli
offers a revisionist account of the different
systems of exchanges, communication, and
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credibility at work in Galileo's career. Galileo's
Instruments of Credit will fascinate readers
interested in the history of astronomy and the
history of science in general.
Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo - Galileo
1957-04-01
Directing his polemics against the pedantry of
his time, Galileo, as his own popularizer,
addressed his writings to contemporary laymen.
His support of Copernican cosmology, against
the Church's strong opposition, his development
of a telescope, and his unorthodox opinions as a
philosopher of science were the central concerns
of his career and the subjects of four of his most
important writings. Drake's introductory essay
place them in their biographical and historical
context.
Nature and Scripture in the Abrahamic
Religions: Up to 1700 (2 vols) - Scott
Mandelbrote 2009-01-31
These volumes describe how the development of
the different styles of interpretation found in
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reading scripture and nature have transformed
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ideas of both the written word and the created
world.
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